
Please Turn Over

Noise – it’s murder on your ears
What is Noise aNd hoW caN it affect your heariNg?

a small or moderate amount 

of noise can be enjoyable or 

stimulating, while exposure 

to an excessive amount of 

noise can cause damage to 

health and well being.

Noise can affect us 

in two ways:

1.   annoyance: when you 

are simply annoyed or 

irritated by the noise.

2.   Physical damage: when the 

noise actually damages the 

delicate hearing mechanism 

within the inner ear.

you may not find a noise 

annoying but it may 

be sufficiently loud to 

damage your hearing.

Hearing damage
exposure to loud noise for long 

periods of time, such as when 

you are at work, can 

lead to a permanent 

hearing loss.

excessively 

loud 

noise is 

when you must 

use a raised voice 

or shout to carry 

out a conversation 

at arm’s length.

the first sign of hearing 

loss due to noise exposure 

is difficulty hearing in noisy 

situations such as at the 

dinner table, in a crowd, or in 

any situation where there is 

competing background noise.

Tinnitus
sometimes a 

hearing loss may 

be accompanied 

by tinnitus (ringing 

in the ears or head 

noises) when there is no 

external noise present. 

tinnitus may come and go, 

may be aggravated by other 

loud continuous or impulsive 

noise, may be triggered by 

exposure to loud noise, or 

may be an indication that you 

have ear damage. it can be a 

very distressing condition.

Can a hearing 
aid make up for 
hearing loss?
hearing aids have come a long 

way in the last ten years. they 

are smaller, more 

sophisticated, and 

can be adjusted 

to suit individual 

hearing losses 

better than 

in the past.

Most people can get great 

benefit from a well-fitted 

hearing aid and listening can 

become a pleasure again.

How much noise is 
too much noise?

if you need to raise your 

voice or shout in order 

to be understood in 

background noise, 

then the noise is 

too loud. either do 

something to limit 

the noise, such as 

turn it off or turn it down, 

or move away from the noise.

if your ears “ring” after you 

have been in loud noise, or the 

world sounds a little quieter, 

then the noise level was 

hazardous to your hearing.

leisure and music
don’t imagine for a moment 

that it is only workplace 

noise that has an effect 

on your hearing. the ear 

cannot distinguish between 

noise produced by work 

activities and noise produced 

by leisure activities, even 

though leisure noise may 

bring a lot of pleasure.

nOise is defined as unwanTed sOund. BuT wHaT is unwanTed By sOme may 
Be wanTed By OTHers. THe ear dOes nOT differenTiaTe BeTween nOise and 
sOund. THaT is dOne By THe Brain.
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eligible seniors† are entitled to fully subsidised hearing devices that meet their clinical needs under the australian Government Hearing 
services Program. †To be eligible to receive services under this program, a person must be: an australian pensioner concession cardholder 
or their dependant; a department of veterans’ affairs gold or white repatriation cardholder (specifically for war-related hearing loss) 
or their dependant; a sickness allowance recipient or their dependant; a referred client of an australian Government funded vocational 
rehabilitation service; a member of the australian defence forces; an australian citizen or permanent resident under 21 years of age; an 
aboriginal or Torres strait islander person aged over 50 years, or who is a current participant of a Community development employment 
Project, or who was participating in this program between 1 december 2005 and 30 June 2008.
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if you attend clubs, concerts or 

other loud venues, take earplugs 

with you. Learn to fit earplugs 

correctly, because they offer 

little protection if poorly fitted.

take “time out” periodically in a 

quiet area, or limit the amount 

of time you spend in noise.

if you are listening to your 

personal stereo with earphones 

and you can’t hear someone 

speak to you, then the music 

is too loud. Personal stereos 

at hazardous volume levels 

are an increasing cause of 

hearing damage, particularly 

among young people.

noise regulations
the National occupational 

health and safety commission 

sets the national standard for 

noise exposure in the workplace 

(www.worksafe.gov.au).

Most states and territories adopt 

this national exposure 

standard. however, 

you should 

check with the 

occupational 

health 

and safety 

authority 

in your state or territory for 

the precise requirements 

for your workplace.

Noise exposure in the workplace 

is minimised through risk 

management, ranging from 

removal or elimination of the 

noise source to reliance on 

hearing protectors such as 

ear plugs and/or earmuffs.

what can you do?
damage to hearing due to noise 

exposure is cumulative. 

this means the higher the 

noise level and the 

longer the exposure, 

the greater the 

damage. it’s 

like exposure 

to the sun and 

ultraviolet radiation. 

there is a degree 

of recovery during 

non-exposure time, but in 

the long term, the more 

exposure, the more damage.

]   do not deliberately expose 

yourself to very high sound 

levels such as noisy machinery 

or loud rock concerts.

]   if your work place is very noisy, 

talk to your occupational 

health and safety (oh&s) 

officer about 

making it quieter. 

it is an employer’s 

responsibility to provide 

a safe work environment.

]   Limit your exposure by 

reducing the time of 

exposure and/or the 

loudness of the noise.

]   if you cannot avoid loud 

sound, eg mowing the lawn, 

then you should protect 

your ears with earplugs or 

earmuffs. earplugs are cheap 

and can be purchased at 

a pharmacy or hardware 

store. cotton wool does not 

provide adequate protection.

]   sudden loud noise, such as 

explosions, gunfire, loud 

whistles or sirens can also 

cause instant and permanent 

damage to your hearing.

] for musicians, who 

are particularly at risk, a 

variety of special plugs 

are available from most 

hearing aid providers.

]   you should give your ears 

frequent rest from noise.

]   Be aware that the risk 

can increase if you are 

occupationally exposed to 

solvents or toxins or if you 

are taking certain drugs 

as well (particularly some 

powerful antibiotics).

]   remember cat:  

C  – cover your ears,  

A  – avoid the noise,  

T  – turn it down!

Look after your ears.  
if you daMage your 
heariNg, it WoN’t  
coMe Back.

Noise – it’s Murder oN your ears
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